Application of artificial neural network in food classification.
Artificial neural network (ANN) classifiers have been successfully implemented for various quality inspection and grading tasks of diverse food products. ANN are very good pattern classifiers because of their ability to learn patterns that are not linearly separable and concepts dealing with uncertainty, noise and random events. In this research, the ANN was used to build the classification model based on the relevant features of beer. Samples of the same brand of beer but with varying manufacturing dates, originating from miscellaneous manufacturing lots, have been represented in the multidimensional space by data vectors, which was an assembly of 12 features (% of alcohol, pH, % of CO(2) etc.). The classification has been performed for two subsets, the first that included samples of good quality beer and the other containing samples of unsatisfactory quality. ANN techniques allowed the discrimination between qualities of beer samples with up to 100% of correct classifications.